
TOURISM RECESSION

economic crisis hit very hard many sectors globally, beside tourism, too. According to the economical and financial
reports, the demand of hotel.

A decade after the financial crisis, Lister acknowledges that a still-weakened pound has some benefits for
tourism because it is cheaper for people to visit from overseas, while staycations within the UK are increasing.
Image Gudmar Petursson, owner of Hestaland farm outside Borgarnes. Rapa recently applied for work at
warehouses, in security, and at commercial kitchens. Image Lake Myvatn, where tourists come to soak in the
natural hot springs. Tour companies, hotels, rental-car agencies and retailers now lament cancellations and
diminished sales in the summer high season, forcing price cuts. Creditors seized the jets, grounding the airline.
CreditSuzie Howell for The New York Times The growth reflected the force of social media in driving
tourists to the filming locations of popular shows and movies. Between and , the number of tourists visiting
Iceland more than doubled to 1. WOW cannily exploited the financial crisis, which made the country a more
affordable tourist destination. While wages are growing in real terms, increases in the costs of living are
weighing on demand. Image Whale watching in Husavik. Fannar Flosason, 30, a WOW software engineer,
was home on paternity leave after the birth of his son when he received an email late one night delivering the
grim news. At the Reykjavik unemployment office, those out of work are growing resigned to settling for
less-desirable jobs. New premium cabins complicated its business and added to its costs. She stays there three
or four nights every other week, leaving her 6-year-old son with her partner in the capital. Hvammstangi,
Iceland, has residents, not  But experts express confidence that a recession will not trigger a financial panic. Its
successor, the United Nations , amended this definition in , by including a maximum stay of six months.
Mogensen aimed to turn Reykjavik into a major international air hub, exploiting its position near the top of the
globe to transport passengers between North America, Europe and Asia, cutting the time of the traditional
routes through London and Dubai. Finally, WOW disappeared, sending Iceland back to trouble. By last year,
Mr. As of late July, he expected to gain none of these positions given the deteriorating economy. Mogensen
acknowledged, WOW got carried away. As costs increased, profitability gave way to losses. Iceland would be
an enticing stopover, if not the final destination. In terms of non-food categories, larger electrical items, indoor
furniture, mobile phones, even DIY have fared well of late, but clothing and footwear and health and beauty
are having a pretty tough time. By , some 2. We noticed an impact as soon as the referendum took place, a
huge percentage drop-off in applications from the EU. Mogensen was frantically ditching unrewarding routes.
The end of WOW has cooled construction while making financing for new projects hard to secure. The word
tourist was used in [11] and tourism in  This year, it has added only one part-time employee. Because of an
editing error, a picture caption misspelled the name of a town. So far this year, the number of visitors has
plunged by more than one-third, she said. This is in addition to goods bought by tourists, including souvenirs.
Image The village of Husavik, which draws whale watchers. Thank you for your feedback. Not only does the
service sector grow because of tourism, but also local manufacturers like those producing the strandkorb
chairs , retailers , the real-estate sector and the general image of a location can benefit. They used Instagram to
share their experiences while tracing Mr. Figures this month showing the first fall in quarterly GDP in six and
a half years sparked immediate speculation that the UK was heading for another recession.


